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London Listening
Inside the numbers - Olympics 
search and Twitter trends

Welcome to the fourth edition of  
‘London Listening’, your round up of  
what’s happening in social media for the 
London Olympics next year. Here’s our 
analysis of  the top subjects which have 
got people talking in the past two weeks. 

Its one of  the defining features of  social 
media that topics of  major global 
significance can receive heavy 
commentary for one or two days and 
rapidly disappear from the Twitter radar. 
This was pretty much the case with the 
riots and looting in London which have 
featured sparingly in the Tweets from the 
UK and Brazil in recent days. 

In general the level of  Olympic related 
tweeting has slowed down a little after 
the riots. There have still been a number 
of  interesting  themes which people have 
been discussing and commenting on and 
we will return to these shortly. 

As a result of  the slightly reduced level of 
tweeting., we decide to take this 
opportunity to take a look at some trends 
in the patterns of  tweeting, use of  
Google Search and accessing of  the 
official London 2012 website. In futre 
editions of  London Listening we will 
return to do this to track how these 
trends change over time. 

1. Twitter 
1.1 Trendistic
Trendistic tracks the usage of  specific 
words in Twitter over periods of  time.  As 
the following images show the levels of  
tweets referring to London 2012 showed 
a peak around the end of  July which 
coincided with the one year to go 
celebrations. Meanwhile Brazilian tweets 

peaked in response to the disturbances in 
London in early August. 

1.2 Trendsmap Trendsmap is a site 
which displays a range of  Twitter trends. 
We have used it here to look at where the 
Word Olympics is tweeting with most 
frequency. Activity still appears to be 
most focused closest to the location of  
the games in London itself. 

1.3. We Follow: We follow is a site which 
collates Twitter users along themes and 
then ranks by number of  followers and 
by the relative influence of  different 
Twitter accounts. 

WELCOME TO 
LONDON 
LISTENING

London Listening offers a unique 
insight into how the public is 
commenting and posting content 
in social media related the 
forthcoming London Olympics in 
2012. 

Whilst we use a number of 
analytics tools to track key 
themes across social media 
platforms our analysis and insight 
is based on  our ethnographic 
monitoring of comments and 
behaviour.  This also benefits from 
being part of a bigger Olympic 
study for broadcasters, sponsors 
and brands in both the UK and 
Brazil.   

Every 2 weeks we offer analysis 
of the issues and themes which 
have got the public in both 
countries talking. We will also 
look at some of the numbers and 
trends across the next year and 
analysing differences between the 
two markets. 

We also have regular updates and 
comments on our facebook page 
and blog - where we can also be 
contacted:

www.thelisteningagency.com
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Analysis of  the ranking shows that it is 
still dominated somewhat by the previous 
Olympics in Vancouver in 2012 but we 
will be keeping track of  how this changes 
in the forthcoming weeks and months as 
London 2012 approaches. 

2. Google 
2.1 Google Insight 
Google Insight search allows for analysis 
of  the relative strength of  different words 
as search terms on the Google Search 
Engine. As with Twitter searches until 
now search activity tends to have 
reflected key events, such as the 
announcement of  ticket distribution in 
mid-June and the celebration of  One 
Year to Go in late July. 

Regional Interest is also similar to 
the trends shown in Twitter whereby the 
most most frequent use of  Olympic 
related searching is coming from the 
United Kingdom and within the UK 
from parts of  London itself. 

Search Terms 
Analysis of  the search terms 

associated with Olympics shows a wide 
range of  searches being conducted 
around a number of  different themes 
including the special Olympics and Junior 
Olympics in 2011. 

Searches associated with 2012 show 
that the Olympics is not especially 
prominent although interestingly it does 
rank above searches for the 2012 
European Championship finals which 
will also take place next year. 

Analysis of  the terms which are 
rising most in popularity shows that the 
deciision over the host city for the Winter 
Olympics in 2018 created quite heavy 
interest. 

Analysis of  the interest over time in 
terms of  searches conducted from Brazil 
shows more sporadic searching in general 
and less of  a direct correlation in the use 
of  search terms such as London 2012 and 
Olympics 2012. the most heightened 
period of  searching came around the 
days of  the one to year to go landmark 
being passed. 

Looking at data for regional interest 
from within Brazil it is clear that until 
now and perhaps reflecting the limited 
searching, that only São Paulo and Rio 
register.  

2.2 Google Trends and Ad 
Planner 
Google Trends allows for analysis of  
specific websites such as the official site of 
the games www.london2012.com. Google 
Ad Planner offers some additional 
interesting insight into how the official 
site is being accessed and used.Analysis of 
the site data shows that the greatest level 
of  accessing of  the site comes from 
within the United Kingdom. Brazil 
registers as the 7th highest nation for those 
accessing the site. Travel and tickets 
feature highly in the associated searches 
and sites also visited. The user profile is 
older than we might have expected with 
searches being performed in the majority 
by those in the 35-44 age range. They are 
also relatively well educated and wealthy 
and perhaps surprisingly show little 
difference in gender.      
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Whilst the overall level of  Tweets may 
have slowed a little in the past two 
weeks it doesn’t mean that there 
haven’t been some interesting themes 
emerging. 

1. The Paralympics. In recent days 
there has been significant chat about 
the Paralympic games with people 
referring to specific events and athletes 
as well as Tweeting about their 
expectations for the event.   

2. BBC plans for transmission of  the 
games in the UK. There were a 
significant number of  tweets from the 
UK discussing the BBC’s plans for 3D 
and Super HD coverage of  the games. 

3. Athlete Performance - The finals of  
the World Athletics Championships 
and other sports such as Judo and 
Handball also got people talking, 
tweeting their idols and discussing the 
inclusion of  possible athletes in 
Olympic teams 

4. Announcement about the awarding 
of  the contract for the building of  
Rio’s Olympic Park generated a lot of  
interest especially in Brazil. 

5. A final story which got some interest 
was the announcement by games 
organizers that children would not be 
allowed to enter as spectators for the  
shooting events in the Olympics. The 
decision generated a number of  
protests in social media and was 
subsequently overturned.   

TWEETS OF THE WEEK
for each London Listening we select our favourite Tweets: the ones that 
make us laugh, reflect the topical issues or generate good conversations.  

GOLD

SILVER 

BRONZE 

I want tickets for the swimming finals in the London 
Olympics, how can I get them? There’s no more for sale 

A BBC confirma o Super HD na olimpíada de Londres

Encontrei uma moeda com uma gimnasta desenhada para 
as olimpiadas de 2012. vou guardar. *cola na parede*

London Olympics 2012 and soon after Rio 2016. How long 
before our government starts to invest in sport?

Fernanda Garay is the Brazilian discovery in this Grand 
Prix. She has to be selected for the Olympics

Paraolimpiadas 2012: IPC encoraga atletas a usar redes 
sociais durante os jogos

Há rumores de que Coldplay vai tocar na ceremonia de 
abertura. se for verdade vai ser epico.

Swingball não faz parte das olimpiadas? se não for, 
deveria!

Vendo os atletas. Há muito talento para as olimpiadas de 
2012.

Now we have to wait til the London to see the Bolt show

Panasonic vai ser patrocinador das primeiras olimpiadas 
em 3D.

Great performance by Brazil in the Judo World 
Championship in Paris. London 2012 could see Brazil’s best 
performance in the sport


